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Sub:-Harassing, Discrimination

and targeting

Distt. body of AIBSNEA at Am itsar by GMTD

Amritsar.
Respected Sir
It has already been brought to your kind notice vide letter no. AIBSNLEA/PB/51 Dated
12/07/2018

regarding- non grant of meeting time,

of immunity

non implementation

of transfer policy, non grant

of DHQ to our DS Sh. Amit Bhatti and non shifting of circle office bearer of majority

association posted in HR section of GMTD office violating the guidelines of corporate office.
While pursuing for their

ignorance and non accepting

of their demands

Distt. Office

bearers of AIBSNLEA had been issued memos, not only this our distt. President Sh. Rajbir Singh
joined as AO on 30/6/2018
without

has been ignored from his posting on regular promotion

any cause. While the others promoted

from JAO to AO

AOs have been posted at the station. This is only to

humiliate AIBSNEA and to support the other association.
I personally

visited

Amritsar

along

with

circle

body

grievances of Distt. body of AIBSNLEA, biased & discriminatory
body of AIBSNLEA . During long discussion and the wording

representatives

to

discuss the

,behaviour of GMTD towards

used by GMTDAmritsar,

Distt.

it was quite

obvious that he is neither concerned with the progressive work culture of the Distt. nor utilization of
human resources efficiently.
work together

in corporate

As I insisted that there is an emergent

need of hour that we should

culture and every genuine matter of executives may be taken in a very

much positive way and human resource of energy may be utilized with full and final by ignoring
minimal differences of the executives.
Now it has been reported
Amritsar

is pressurising

Although GMTD assured to do the needful,

but all in vain.

by the office bearers of the branch Amritsar

and using illegal

means over various

controlljng

officers

that GMTD
to get the

complaints against the office bearers of AIBSNLEA which gives bad credit to the GMTD Amritsar.
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